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Rosewood Levels and the Respect they Deserve
By Stephen Sedor

What comes to
A fellow collector once made a
mind when you think of rosecomment that has stuck with me and comes to
wood? Beauty, quality and rarity are what I
my mind each time a rosewood level comes up
think of, and no tool exhibits these attributes
for sale. He remarked that he didn't understand
better than a level in my humble (yet somewhat
the low prices rosewood levels bring considerbiased) opinion. Not even a plow plane can dising their rarity complay
rosewood's
pared to all other levels
splendor as purely
that we see. As I write
as a full stock levthis, there are 2,042
el. Sure, any qualiresults for "level" when
ty tool made with
I search eBay under
rosewood is a pretty
Tools > Carpentry,
thing, but think
Woodworking. When
about a thirty inch,
I narrow that down to a
five pound piece of
search for "rosewood
choice
rosewood
level" only 77 results
with its swirling
come up, and that's ingrain of contrasting
cluding the search in
colors in
your
both the title and de- Top, Stanley No. 96, like new in its or iginal box; middle, Str atton hand. No other tool
scription. I examined Brothers No. 1; bottom, Stratton Brothers No. 10, like new with full
is as beautiful to
end label in its original box.
each of those 77 listmy eyes.
ings and found fewer
than twenty were actually levels made with a
Most are familiar with the rosewood levels
rosewood stock. Think of that; less than 1% of
offered by Stanley and those sold by the level
levels listed on eBay right now are made with a
maker that most commonly used rosewood in
rosewood stock. Even in my collection rosetheir line of levels, Stratton Brothers. While
wood levels are relatively scarce.
rosewood models by these makers are by no
means uncommon, in fine condition they can
and should command strong prices. I do, however, find it quite interesting that these fairly
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President’s Corner
It is that time of the year again when I am starting to
finish up all my summer jobs around the house and getting
ready for the fall. As September is just around the corner I
am looking forward to the CRAFTS picnic Sept. 13th. I will
set up some tables and hopefully sell some of my extra fine
tools that I have decided to let go. At the same time I look
forward to finding some new treasures to replace them. If
you have never set up for tailgating at the picnic, then I suggest you give it a try. It really is easy and it is the perfect
way to turn some old tools into cash. It is free for members
and no restrictions on how many tables you set up.
One of the highlights of the picnic for me is checking
out the fine antique tool displays members set up. These
displays always are of interest and add much to discovering
new information and interest of different tools. I solicit all
members to consider setting up a display of either a single
antique tool or a grouping of related tools for fellow members to see. It does not have to be tools that are rare, as often
common tools grouped together in a new presentation will
relate a new discovery. This year we will be offering fine
antique tools as prizes for the best displays.
This year we have two presentations happening at the
picnic. Wayne Grove & Steve Wenzel will provide a
presentation on coopering. They will demonstrate all the
steps necessary to make water buckets using traditional
hand tools. Also we will have a professional timber framer
presenting “Timber Framing. Michael does this for a living
professionally so I am looking forward to his presentation.
I was recently notified about a member that has passed
away. John McConnell was a member of our club, but not
many members knew him as he was a quiet fellow. I knew
him well as he was also a shop teacher and we worked together often at the state level to strengthen Industrial Arts
and Technology Education. We were part of a voluntary
group of teachers who wrote the state curriculum and standards. As I and our Vise President Ivan Raupp reflected on
this idea of voluntary commitment we realized how fortunate CRAFTS has been to have such fine and dedicated
members. As Ivan so eloquently stated; “The rapidly changing focus of people in todays hectic times makes me wonder about the future of organizations such as ours. The participation and energy shown by our current members gives
me energy and optimism for our future growth and success.
So let me take this opportunity to thank all of you four participation!”
Thus I would like to offer a well deserved “THANK
YOU” to all the CRAFTS members who offer their time
and energy to make our little “Tool Club” an enjoyable
group. I know for a fact that being part of a fellowship of
such fine people has made my life much more rewarding,
and the comradeship of our members is well cherished.

NEW MEMBERS

Ginger & Bruce Harrison
Bill Brandle
Keith Warren
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Chatham, NJ
Trevose, PA
Sewell, NJ

WANTED – Member’s email addresses. If you have not been
receiving email notices from Stew May or dues acknowledgements from Hank Allen, please send your email address to hankallen@verizon.net.
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Is this simply a matter of name recognition? And
a fear of the unknown when a maker we're unfamiliar with pops up? Whatever the reason may be, I
think closer attention needs to
be paid to this category of tool.

Philadelphia, and little else can be commented on him at
this time. His levels are quite scarce, this being the only
one of rosewood I'm aware of. This level measures just
over 8 inches long, has very unique rounded ends and
being a plumb and level of this size is rather rare for
early American makers.

Wm. Johnson level with
full brass strapping.

D.M. Lyon & Co., Highly Figured Rosewood
Monumental is the word I choose to describe this 30
inch New Jersey made level by D.M. Lyon & Co. My
thought is such a choice piece of wood was selected,
along with the use of large and decorative brass trim, for
displaying this level at an exposition or trade show of
the time. Or perhaps this was on display
at his shop showing
the

W. Johnson, Rosewood with Full Brass Strapping
This is one of two known levels configured as
such by Newark, New Jersey maker W. Johnson.
The configuration will be recognized by some as
very closely resembling the model #12 levels by
Hall & Knapp and Stanley. The Hall & Knapp and
Stanley versions were 20 inches long and contained
54 screws in the binding which helped make them
rather expensive when new. This Johnson level, however, is 18 inches long and contains 56 screws in the
binding. There is some speculation as to another maker
entirely building these levels, but I never followed that
thought; for me the W. Johnson levels confirm the levels were made independently by the marked makers. This level has Johnson's uniquely cut plumb porthole and distinguishing side view trim. To my
knowledge, there are no known examples marked by
Stanley, and it is believed the unmarked levels that exactly resemble the Hall & Knapps were left over stock
sold by Stanley with the Hall & Knapp mark removed
after the merger.
N. Shaw, Small Stock Rosewood
No two Shaw levels I've seen, whether in hand or in
photos have been configured exactly alike, and as a
matter of fact are quite different from one another, with
this little one of rosewood among the most
unique. Shaw was a c. 1840
cabinet maker in

N. Shaw small stock
plumb & level.

D.M. Lyon & Co. Level with
highly figured stock.

quality he was capable of
providing his customers. Either way, I've never seen
such a stunning and massive piece of rosewood used for
any other level by any other manufacturer, and I think
I'll be hard pressed to come across another piece to
match or surpass it.

L.B. Watts with full brass end caps
and 12 screws in the top plate.

L.B. Watts, Small
Stock and Full Stock in Rosewood
Watts is a well known Boston maker from the heyday of level making in New England, and not unlike
other makers of the time, he offered a line of levels with
rosewood at the very top of the quality range. I've never
seen a price list from Watts, but I'd have to guess the
rosewood levels he offered were rather expensive compared to his mahogany levels, due to the infrequency
rosewood levels by him are found today. While I do
know of others (only a handful), these are the only two
rosewood levels by Watts I've seen in the flesh. The
full stock level is one of the most beautiful in my collection with its thick stripe of sapwood running its
length. As I noted in a previous article, I love small
stock levels, and finding this one in rosewood with its
full top plate and bold Watts eagle imprint was a rare
treat.
(Cont. on pg. 4)
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L.B. Watts small stock with full
brass top plate.

O.B. Fuller Patent in Rosewood
Fuller's 1887 patent pendulum levels as produced by
the Pittsburg Novelty Co. of Pittsburg, KS are highly
sought after by level collectors for their very unique design and striking look when displayed with the pendulum
arm raised. While these levels in mahogany turn up from
time to time, examples in rosewood are considered very
rare, this being the only example I've come
across. Another tool that follows Fuller's patent is a
clamp-on plumb indicator for use with a square. Only
two examples of this clamp-on tool are known to exist,
and while I can't comment on the other example, mine is
made of rosewood.

O.B. Fuller’s patent level.

W. Vogt, Rosewood Sighting Level
William Vogt is an obscure Oakland, CA maker, and
his patented sighting levels are rare. The patent was for a
seven piece laminate stock, stacked vertically, with push
up sights at each end and a swivel plate on the bottom to
be used on a post. To my knowledge, none of the 3-4

. W. Vogt patent applied for sighting level.
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known examples have the swivel plate. The level shown
here is marked "patent applied for" on the brass ends and
is the only known example with a stock of solid rosewood. My guess is that rosewood was chosen to showcase his upcoming patent. I find it very interesting that
levels from Vogt's 1887 patent have an appearance that
resemble levels from the north east made 30 to 40 years
earlier.
Davis & Cook, Rosewood No. 7
While few models from the line of levels offered by
Davis & Cook can be considered scarce, I consider rosewood levels by this firm rather uncommon; they just nev-

Davis & Cook No. 7 level.

er seem to turn up. Maybe it’s because of their beauty
and perceived rarity that they are held tight in collections
and seldom released into the market. This is only the
second or third rosewood D&C I recall seeing, and
being in almost as new condition, it was a great recent
find.

Obviously, regardless of the category of tool, rarity
and beauty are at the very top of characteristics all of
us as tool collectors seek out when buying for our collections. The same can also be said of the most skilled
craftsman from past centuries when choosing the implements of their labor to fill their tool chests. These
men were not necessarily judged by their work, but
rather by the quality and beauty of their tools. These
levels were certainly prized when new by their proud
owners as they are by me today. Perhaps this is a niche
that deserves closer attention and offers special opportunities for all of us.
If you have any questions or comments, or photos and
information to share, please email me at vintagevials@gmail.com.
I'm happy to talk levels anytime.
Also
please visit my Facebook
page, www.facebook.com/vintagevials. It's a public
page so you don't need to be on Facebook to view and
enjoy it.

Block Planes from the 1800s

volved in the manufacture of wringing washing machines. In 1872 he formed an independent tool compaBy Cecil Holmes
ny called the Bailey Tool Company. This company was
First, a little of my tool history. I’ve been involved in
formed to make spokeshaves, scrapers and planes using
the welding and fabrication and machine business for
a patent by Joseph Bailey who was Superintendent of
over 50 years. In the moves from “Village Blackthe Bailey Wringing Machine Company, and assigned
smith” to the design and
his patent for a eccentric
building of industrial and
rod to clamp the cutting
construction equipment,
iron to Seldon Bailey,
the need to collect tools
who was President of the
has been a major undercompany. As the compataking…involving
the
ny started making planes
purchase of all useful
in Woonsocket, R.I.
tools from first $5.00…
many new patents and
then
$50.00…then
changes were quickly
$500.00 followed by
adapted to improve their
$5000.00
up
to
planes workability. One
$50,000.00.
of the early planes this
A display of block planes from the 1800’s that Cecil has collected
My wife and I have
company
produced is the
over the many years of his interest in antique tools.
been members of many
graphic block plane with
tool clubs for over 20 years. We’ve had the opportunity
the corrugated bottom forming the company name.
to travel over much of the country and have tool colThis design was said to be suggested by Leonard Bailector friends nationwide.
ley to help with the marketing of these block planes.
My favorite part of all this is sharing my “stuff”
Leonard Bailey had left the Stanley company after a
with fellow collectors. To me a display gives us all a
patent dispute and was making his own planes in a
chance to see “and handle” tools we may never have
shared space of the Bailey Tool Company factory. In
seen or never will see. My collection contains many
fact in 1878
tools that may not rate “Fine” or “Good”, but many are
Leonard Bailey
the only ones I’ve seen for sale in my travels. So…I
formed a partshare “the only one I’ve seen” with fellow collectors
nership
with
until I can find a better one.
Seldon
BaiAs a Tool Collector, we all can relate to that heart
ley’s company
stopping joy of that rare find. That one piece of wood,
to oversee all
iron or steel - formed and shaped by the tool craftsman
production of
that fills the void in the tool box or display case. Over
the companies
the years in my own case, it could have been a level, a
tools. But this
Sargent plane or a Miller Patent combination plane.
partnership
But most of all it has been a little tool that can fit in
only lasted a
your pocket or into your apron. THE BLOCK PLANE.
year and by
That Type 1 Stanley 9 -3/4 with it’s neat little tail han1879
Selden
dle, a Type 6 - 9-1/2 (because I had the rest), or an UpBailey was offering the sale of his company to Stanley
son Nut - 9-3/4 (I only know of two). These little
which purchased them in 1880. Thus this company onplanes (5’ to 7” long) are easy to handle and light to
ly lasted eight years and any of their tools found are
transport to shows and displays. Having acquired over
rare indeed.
three hundred different types and models, I’ve been
Brattleboro Tool Company - 1883-1887
lucky enough to be able to display some of my favorThe Brattleboro Tool Co. of Brattleboro, Vermont
ites. Note the short time many of these companies
was formed in 1883 to manufacture planes patented by
were in business. Yet, almost 150 years later there are
William Steers. His planes are well known for the
still a fair number of examples out there. Sharpen the
dovetailed rosewood strips on the bottom of the planes
blade and adjust and these little jewels will perform
to reduce friction. His patent that relates to his block is
like new. The challenge is there so “Good Hunting”.
his January 6, 1885 patent utilizing a cam action adjustable disk under the cutter. The lever cap also acts as
a chip breaker on these block planes. Many of their
Bailey Tool Company 1872-1880
During the early 1870’s Seldon Bailey was inblock planes feature a elaborately cast lever cap screw
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featuring symmetrical flower designs. Some of
these block planes
also have adjustable frog sections
to open or close
the mouth opening.
Meriden Malleable Iron Company - 1883-1888
The Meriden Malleable Iron Company of Meriden, Conn. started making planes in 1883 based on
patents by Solon R. Rust and William Tidgewell. The

iron is adjustable
by rotating the back
knob that moves
the slideable frog
section back and
forth in a slot,
keeping the cutter
securely
captive
between the frog
and the lever cap.
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Metallic Plane Company - 1867-1880
The Metallic Plane Company of Auburn,
New
York was a
plane business
making planes
based on patents granted to
Nelsen & Sidney Palmer and
Elliot Storke,
usually known
as the Palmer &
Storke
patent.
They used many
designs from other makers. Some
of their planes
include a wood
“pusher” attached to the rear of the cutter iron. Above
is one of the rarer planes made by this company with
brass cap and an adjustable throat. It also features rack
& pinion type cutter adjustment.
P.A. Galdwin (plane maker) -1857-1882
Porter A. Gladwin was a planemaker with associations during the 1850’s with Thomas Worrall and the
Multiform Moulding Plane Company. After this business closed in 1858 Gladwin became involved in different plane making ventures and settled in Boston
MA where in 1878 he patented a unique combination
tool handle /
plane. There
are some versions made
with a wood
body
and
others with a
metallic cast
iron body.
Standard Rule & Level Company - 1883-1888
The Standard Rule & Level Co. of New Britain,
Conn. manufactured rules, levels, try squares and other tools since its formation in 1872. In 1883 it added
planes based on the patents of Solon Rust & Arthur
Rust. Of course you may recognize the name of Solon
Rust as he had plane patents being manufactured by
the Meriden Malleable Iron Co. as well just before
this time. This company merged with the Upson Nut
Co. in 1888 making wood bottom planes of Rust’s
design as well as metallic planes based on Stanley’s
Bailey’s patents.
The many block planes by The Standard Rule Co.

& Upson
Nut
Co.
included
types with
adjustable
cutters and
also
non
adjustable
models. As
the
Rust
patent declares their
patent for
planes—
”consists in the
special
arrangement and
combination of
the parts for
adjusting the
cutting-iron
and clamping
the same, and in changing-the character of the plane
from a single to a double iron”.
Boston Metallic Plane Company - 1872-1874
The block planes manufactured by the Boston Metallic Plane Co. used patent design by Joseph Baldwin in
1873 and another patent by Cyeus Haedy also in 1873.
They featured adjustable and fixed cutters. They included
some planes with a rosewood wedge to hold the cutter in
place with a
patented metal
curved
palm
rest. Some included nickel
plated caps with
a
patriotic
shield design.

Above is disassembled Boston Metallic Plane Co. plane
showing rosewood wedge and metallic palm rest. Photo
from PTMPIA - 1827-1927 by Roger K. Smith

Victor - Leonard Bailey Company - 1857-1880
Leonard Bailey is well known as the father of modern
day plane development. He was a cabinetmaker In Ipswich, Mass. when he first began formulating designs to
improve the tools he worked with daily. In 1855 he patented his first design for a scraper plane and the following years patented designs for his metallic bench planes.
By 1861 he had moved his plane making business to Boston as he worked to perfect his plane design.
By 1867 he had patented the design close to what is
known today as the Bailey bench plane. In 1870 he sold
his patent rights and business to the Stanley Rule & Level
Co. and contracted to manufacture all the planes Stanley
offers. In 1874 Stanley introduced Traut’s patented No.
110 block plane and Bailey in 1875 left Stanley due to his
dissatisfaction with Stanley’s royalty agreements. He
patents many plane designs to compete with Stanley including many block plane designs. He introduces the
“Victor” line
of planes and
forms a partnership with
Seldon Bailey’s
plane
making business. These
Victor planes
were
fine
planes both in
workability
and design.
The large graphic cast iron palm grip is one of the distinctive features of these early planes. Bailey continued his
line of Victor planes until Stanley again purchased all the
rights to his patents in 1884. But by this time Bailey was
disenchanted with Stanley and did not go back to work
with them, nor did he pursue any further plane making
ventures.
There were many more small block planes made during the 1800’s that were favored by woodworkers. Makers such as Chaplin, Sargent, Gage, and others complimented their line of bench planes with block planes. Of
course there were many maker’s of wooden planes who
also offered small wooden block planes for the woodworker. These planes are also fine users and are as well
collectible planes. Some makers used fine woods like
rosewood and boxwood for these little block planes. This
is what makes the hunt and collecting these little planes
so enjoyable. You can collect for many years and just
around the corner is another treasure waiting to be discovered.
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On Plough Planes and Ploughing
By Paul Sellers
I have ploughed grooves for 50 years and used every
type of plough plane I think. I’m not old fashioned, I just like
the upper body exercise, the self-discipline of hand work,
breathing good air that isn’t exhaled into a fabric mask and being able to hear clearly each stroke I take. My hands may ache
just a little sometimes, but my body is never as tensely stressed
as it is when a screaming router pulls against me and threatens
my sanity and peace. The
plough pulls me gently to
task and somehow I enjoy
uniting my senses to the
cutting iron as it slices
through each layer of
wood. What I feel has
nothing to do with nostalgia, but life. My wellbeing
relies on my senses being
stirred and stimulated. I
hear and see, smell smells
I cannot smell by any other means, and my tongue
tastes the essence of the
wood I work by being
transferred through the air. Paul plowing a groove with his
Sandusky plow plane
Friction becomes critical
to this, for one who understands what takes place when I rive
and split, saw, plane and chop. I feel oak differently than cherry
and walnut differs so markedly from pine and yew and ash.
Green wood too has distinctive smells and sounds as I work the
fibres.
The reason I like plough planes is because they work
their way so readily into the wood no matter the wood I work.
The irons are narrow, not like smoothing planes, and so I can
plough wood taking shavings four times thicker than when I
smooth wood with a
smoothing plane. The
grooves go down quickly
for me no matter which
plough plane I use. In some
measure they are all my
favorites really.
Some weeks ago a
couple came by the New
Legacy workshop here at
Penrhyn Castle and we
chatted for a while about
woodworking, training the
next generation and so on
and so forth. As They were
leaving they asked if I
would be able to use some
old hand tools, and of course Front of Sandusky plow plane.
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you know my answer. As we talked about the tools my eyes fell
unbelievingly onto a very specific plough, (plow) plane they
had brought, because it was one that I had been searching for a
couple of years. Here I saw a very lovely plane we call a handled, screw-stem plough plane made from beech. The plane
was disassembled so I became a little concerned parts might be
missing, but within seconds I had it together and before you
could say “plough plane” I was whisking off shavings like peeling potatoes with a peeler.
These were the first adjustable plow planes with micro
adjustment in the screw-threaded stems. By turning the bulbous
‘nut’, repositioning the adjustment ring and retightening the nut
again, you have absolute rock solid locking in which there is no
shift. Within the body itself is a depth adjustment that seats on
the stock being planed as soon as it bottoms out. So whatever
depth you need you preset, and this is what was used back in
the 1800s.
Another aspect you
might not understand the reasoning for is the handle of this
plough. Not that you wouldn’t
understand the handle, but the
position of it in relation to the
body of the plane. Many of the
old planes of this type were
unhandled because of the extra
work it takes to form the handles. But in using and comparing this tool with the unhandled versions something
Low setting rear handle.
becomes very obvious. With
the unhandled version the point of thrust is high up on the plane,
right on the rear corner. This is fine most of the time, but when
you start working on heavier more dense-grained woods, or
even woods such as spruce, the cutter bites and tends to ‘trip’.
This is primarily because of what I call center of thrust or COT.
COT means that you have equaled out any pressure to give coequal force as much as is possible directly behind the cutting
edge so that there is no shrinking back that causes uneven pressure mid thrust so as to result in stammer or stagger in the cut.
These planes were never abandoned because they
didn’t work, they worked extremely well. They were abandoned because they required true skill to make them, and you
must wait three or four years for the air-dried beech to be dried
and seasoned enough to make a plane from. This is so amazing
a tool that once you use one you will be spoiled for any other
tool.
The difference between the four ploughs I use is minimal. The wooden Sandusky is the best and lightest in use even
though the plane weighs more than all the others. That’s the
effect of wood on wood. Near frictionless motion makes a big
difference. I don’t know of any modern day planemaker making wooden ploughs, but if they did copy a Sandusky like

this one, they would sell them readily provided they could
match the quality of the Sandusky. This took skilled work
and was the primary reason for the demise of the wooden
plough plane. In every step toward industrialized production came a reduction in the need for quality skilled workers who could work the more refined areas of plane making. The all metal planes take minimal skill to make. Bolt
on, bolt in components
for assembly-line production using a series of
engineering
processes
meant lower cost products, reduced skill sets
and faster manufacture.
With diminished skill
levels, the plane making
process replaced the
highly skilled work of
the plane maker irreversibly and nowhere is this
seen more than in the
making
of
plough Sandusky wood plow plane with
Paul’s other metal plow planes.
planes.
It’s not hard to see why wooden planes were abandoned when you think that the wood used to make one
would be cut from the tree, slabbed into stock thicknesses,
kept for several years under cover to naturally air-dry as
slowly as possible and then be converted into working
stock that required much hand work. It wasn’t so much
instant abandonment as, well, a reluctant giving up in the
sense of surrender. It was a slow, laying down of the tools
by one generation and an apparent dismissal by the next.
The message was poignant in that the surrendering came as
a fait accompli:
Fait accompli – an action which is completed before those
affected by it are in a position to query or reverse it.
The changed face of working wood
Industrial
giants
like Stanley, whose goal
was purely to make money
and oust all others from the
market, were the big guns
of the day. Machine manufacturers industrialized all
processes of woodworking
and so “Real Woodworking” jobs were gradually
phased out and eventually
became lost to the individual artisan, who became part
of the mechanized world of
commercial production. At
woodworking shows over
95% of attendees are ama- Paul tightening wedge on
teur woodworkers. In gen- plow plane with mallet.

eral, the only options for them, because most of them never
had the opportunity to learn and master hand skills with
hand tools, adopted industrial methods, not realizing that in
just a few hours they could be complementing machine
methods with developed skill unneeded for machines. Unwittingly they find themselves on today’s conveyor belt of
un-woodworking.
Antique tools still good value
For the record, it would be impossible to produce
this plane today for less than $1000. It is impossible for me
to convey how wooden planes feel; the value they have in
thousands if not millions of buildings would be equally
impossible for me to convey. I cannot convey that these
planes feel like no other in the sense of solidity and positivity. They really, really work and they feel very lovely in
the cut, no matter the wood.
Mere nostalgia – living in
an unreal world?
The ones that say
this the most, and they do
say it, is the professional
woodworker. Usually they
have never worked to this
degree with hand tools.
When they come in the workshop they look at the hand
planes and make statements about how archaic they are.
When they see a wooden handled handsaw made by Disston they say, “W e use throwaways today. Can’t be bothered sharpening them. It’s cheaper than a file and better
too.” I think they may have a sense of loss but do not want
to admit that what was indeed better, more organic, more,
well, within the craftsman’s reach and control. I think it’s
true to say that passing on knowledge of tools can only
really happen in the tactile. You have to feel the difference.
I cannot convey to you the absolute ease with which this
plane ploughs its groove.
Here are images that bring black and white reality
to a sad loss. Do you realize that this step in the history of
woodworking is quite irreversible? We will never see
planes like this produced for user craftsmen again. I bought
an extremely useable plane for $120. I will keep and use it
for the remainder of my life, which I have no control over,
but I hope, will be long.
It isn’t trivial nostalgia that makes me post of these
wonderful tools, but to record here the reality that for those
pursuing Real Woodworking, these tools really do work.
That our forebears did the best that they could, to produce
working tools from the raw materials they had available,
and that does not mean we have bettered what they had.
You will not regret buying one of these planes if you find
one in good condition as I did.
This article is copyrighted and is the sole property of
Paul Sellers. Paul Sellers is a woodworker and teacher in
England. His blog can be viewed at - http://
paulsellers.com/woodworking-blog/paul-sellers-blog/
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It was during a
Balloon–back and WritCRAFTS meeting - June 2015
vacation stay at a bed
ing–arm Windsor’s, to
and breakfast that Tony Making a Windsor chair – Anthony Pasarelli name just a few. Differwas introduced to his
ent geographic locations
first Windsor chair. There was a Windsor chair in his
featured different types of chairs. For example, continroom and he spent a good deal of time sitting in that
uous arm Bow-back chairs were made primarily in New
chair over the course of the weekend and found that it
York while High-back and Sack-back chairs were from
was so comfortable that he wanted one. He shopped
Philadelphia. Windsor chairs originated in England and
around to see if he could find one, but nothing suited
the biggest difference between American and English
him. About two months later he was perusing the magWindsor’s is that the English Windsor has a splat back
azine rack at the local drug
instead of spindles and a
store when he spied a fadifferent stretcher style
miliar picture on the front
connecting the legs. They
cover of one of the magawere introduced through
zines. It was an advertisePhiladelphia in 1739 or
ment for the bed and break1740 and became known
fast he stayed at, featuring
as “Philadelphia chairs”.
the room that he stayed in
American makers went on
as well as the exact chair
to embellish the English
he spent so much time in.
design and made their
He bought the magazine
chairs with the features
and in it, he found the
that we recognize today.
name and phone number of
How do you go about
the chair maker and called
making a Windsor chair?
him about purchasing a
You begin with a plan or
Windsor chair. He bought
build sheet for the type of
a chair from him and alchair that you’re making
most 27 years later it’s still
that provides all of the
in good condition. Soon Tony demonstrating the dry assembly of a Windsor chair with
details you’ll need. You
assistance from his son in law Kenny.
after, Tony saw an ad for a
then make the various
class touting “Make a Windsor chair and take it home”.
parts of the chair from the top down and when you have
The class was offered by Michael Dunbar at his Windall the parts ready you assemble it from the bottom up.
sor Institute in Hampton, New Hampshire and it was the
Start making the spindles and the bow which reday that changed his life. He called Dunbar and said
quire three tools, a draw knife, a spoke shave and a
that he wasn’t really interested in making a chair but
scraper and a couple of measuring tools. Each individwas interested in buying one from him. He was told the
ual chair has its own style of spindle. Handmade chair
price for a sack back chair was $450. What if I come
spindles are whittled, not turned. Traditionally these
and take the course, what will you charge me? The reparts
required
sponse was, $450. Needless to say, he took the class,
straight
grained
made his first Windsor chair in 1996 and that’s where it
green wood, and
all began. To date, he has made approximately 250
were split or rived
Windsor chairs.
from a log, using a
All Windsor chairs, regardless of style, have
froe, to ensure a conthe same thing in common. They were all stools before
tinuous grain line
they were Windsor chairs. That is, they all have applied
from the bottom to
backs. On other common chairs the back is an extenthe top of the spinsion of the rear legs. When made properly, if you look
dle. If steam bendat them in profile, a Windsor chair should have all of its
ing is required, it’s
parts in perspective. In other words, if you could draw
much easier to use
lines from the arms, legs and other parts from the front
green wood. If a
to the back of the chair they would all taper and meet or
Sawn-arm is reconverge about six to eight feet behind the chair. Windquired it is made up
sor chairs were referred to as “plank seat” common
of three to four piecgreen chairs and due to their outdoor use most did not
es of sawn stock and
last. There are many different styles; Sack-back, Bowwhile not as elegant Low back Windsor chair assemback, Comb-back, Low-back, Braced-back, Fan-back,
and light as a Con- bled ready for finish.
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tinuous-arm it allows for a wider arm and embellishments
line up the bend. Wedges and clamps are used to hold the
such as a carved knuckle grip on the end for a more comwood in the form as it is being bent. Once the wood is
fortable arm. A question that Tony gets a lot is, does he
bent it is tied at the bottom with a piece of twine and return his own legs and stretchers?
moved from the form. A crutch is
The answer is yes. However, chair
then applied to hold the shape and
makers in the 18th century could
it is put away and allowed to dry.
purchase turned legs and stretchers
The next process is the seat. A
from shops who specialized in
single seat can require a 23 inch
lathe work. This was a valuable
wide piece of good quality wood
time saver for large orders.
which is getting harder and harder
How long does it take to
to find. A glue-up eliminates that
make a Windsor chair? Dependproblem and also has less of a tening on the style anywhere from 16
dency to warp if the grain of each
to 50 hours. At $20 per hour topiece alternates, i.e. one up, one
day that’s $320 to $1000 per chair
down, etc. The seat can be cut to
minus the cost of material which Two of the Leon Robbins planes especially made for
shape with a bow saw or a band
can get very expensive depending making Windsor chairs that Tony uses.
saw. As he got older he found that
upon whether you make all of
electricity was a good apprentice
your own parts or buy them. Seat blanks for example by
and he now uses a band saw. A gutter adz and a scorp is
the time they’re glued up will be about $90. After the
used to hollow the seat though a compass plane can be
parts, legs, arm spindles and stretchers, are turned and
used as well. Finally the travisher is used to smooth out
ready for assembly the next process is steam bending. In
the seat.
the 18th century, the parts were boiled instead of steamed.
Holes for the legs are next. All are the same angle
In order to steam wood you need a steam box. Tony uses
and set using a bevel square at the angle specified in your
schedule 80 PVC pipe and pressure treated wood for his.
plan and drilled completely through the seat. This is folSteam bending is one of the most interesting processes and
lowed by a tapering bit to create a socket for the leg. The
also one of the most frustrating. You put all of your effort
traditional glue used was hide glue but Tony uses Elmer’s
into making the piece before you bend it and if it fails then
white glue because it has a longer open time which gives
you have to start all over. Tony’s first Windsor chair needhim plenty of time to frame-up the chair. Because he uses a
ed three arms made for it before he got one to work bemilk paint finish he doesn’t have to worry about any probcause the first two broke while being bent. To generate
lems with glue marring the finish. You have to assemble
steam Tony currently uses a wallpaper steamer. If the
the stretcher next and then holes need to be drilled in the
wood has been recently split and is still green at least 30
legs to attach the stretcher. Before putting the legs in the
minutes of steaming is required. If it’s drier you have to
seat you split the top of the leg tenon with a chisel across
use some judgement but at least an hour. How long does it
the grain of the seat; this is very important because if you
take to bend a piece of wood? From the time you take it
split with the grain it’s possible to also split the seat. Once
out of the steam box you have about one minute to bend it
the legs are set into the seat wedges are driven into the split
around your form. The wood used in Windsor chairs for
leg tenon securing the legs. Spindles for the back are red
bending is red oak but hickoak and all approximately 23 inches in length and the botory and ash can also be
tom of the tenon is hexagonal in shape and just slightly
steam bent. During the
larger than the hole so that when it is driven into the seat it
bend the wood fibers on the
will not twist. The angle of the hole in the seat is deterinside of the bend are commined by sight lines that are noted on the chair plan. Tony
pressed while those on the
and Kenny dry assembled a beautiful Jefferson Revolving
outside tend to expand outchair back to demonstrate the process. This unusual Windward.
Using a bending
sor chair has a revolving base and a sawn arm with a deepstrap on the outside of the
ly curved crest.
bend helps to control the
Tony, ably assisted by his son-in-law Kenny, gave
process and even out the
a very energetic presentation filled with a great deal of
pressure applied to the
practical as well as anecdotal information about Windsor
wood. The bending strap is
chairs, their history, and construction and finishing techmade from a piece of metal
niques. As the presentation came to a close I got the feelstrapping. The form, the
ing that he could have continued on for a long time without
wood and the strap each Bow back is steam bent and
missing a beat.
have a center mark to help fixture till dry for assembly.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS

WANT ADS

Sept. 9 – Tony Murland Auction, England, Tony Murland –
www.antiquetools.co.uk.
Sept. 13 – Crafts of NJ Annual Picnic, Life Camp, Pottersville
(old Brady Camp), NJ. Bob Garay – takeadip@optonline.net
Sept. 18 – 19 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Nashua, NH
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
Sept. 26 – David Stanley Auction, England, David Stanley,
www.davidstanley.com, 011-44-1530-222320.
Oct.17-18 – Jacktown – Fall Harvest and Sawmill Show,
www.jacktown.org, 610-588-6900.
Oct. 23-24 – Donnelly Antique Tool Auction, Indianapolis, IN
www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695.
Oct. 30 – 31 – Brown Antique Tool Auction, Camp Hill, PA, Jim
Gehring, www.finetools.com.
Nov. 1 – Crafts of NJ Monthly Meeting, Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge, NJ, Bob Garay, takeadip@optonline.net.

HELP WITH TOOL COLLECTIONS – A r etir ed shop teacher , I can
assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call Bob
Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
Authentic Tools for traditional trades – jane@shorthillstudio.com
www.TimelessToolsandTreasures.com 603-588-2603
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e or par tial
house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. Call Jim at 518-537-8665 or email
jim@jimbodetools.com.
WANTED – Molding planes made of apple wood, & better molding
planes from Hudson River valley makers. Joe Hauck 908-236-2072.
THE TOOL EXCHANGE –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale.
Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30 countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WVTOOLS: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on bitstock tools and more.
WANTED - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted Davidson
609-731-6915
SAW SHARPENING - Restor ation & sales of all types of saws J oe
Federici - www.secondchancesawworks.com
Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Over 1000 tools for the collector
or craftsman. Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ. 07848. Linda
Mariconda, - lmariconda@outlook.com or call 973-879-1101
ANTIQUE TOOL RESTORATION - John Porritt, Spencertown, NY.
518-392-0603, email - PORRITT3@GMAIL.COM

WANTED—DISPLAYS FOR CRAFTS PICNIC
Set up an antique tool display at the picnic. Bring your own table and set
up a 1-tool display or a display of related antique tools. Displays will be
judged on following:
Visually appealing - It is a neat thought-out setup of tools.
Informative - It gives the viewer information about the displayed items.
Original - Presented in a creative way to enhance the display.
Prizes include quality antique & user tools.
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